
The Wave Crossword (No. 8)  
Puzzles keep your brain active. You can find all the answers in issue no. 8 of Chigasaki Wave. 
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The Wave Crossword (No. 8)  
Across 
6. Small game bird whose eggs are a delicacy that gave its name to Uzura-mochi (5) 

7. Traditional Japanese confection (7) 

8. One of the three usual colours of omochi (rice cakes) (4) 

9. “The White Hare of _____” is a traditional Japanese story (5) 

11. See 16 Down 

14. Strawberry (Japanese) (6) 

17. “The Tale of _____” includes this proverb: 情けは人のためならず (4) 

18, 10 Down & 21. Name of popular Christmas song (5,5,2,6,2,4)  

19. One of the three usual colours of omochi (rice cakes) (5) 

21. See 18 Across 

22. You can hear works by this famous German composer at the Civic Hall (6) 

24. This act is never lost because it will come back to you one day (8) 

28. You can hear works by this famous Russian composer at the Civic Hall (11)  

30. What you have to look for in the Samukawa Shrine Nebuta (4) 

32. Christmas festival that was held annually at Nankoin (6) 

33. Traditional Japanese variety show (4) 

34. Name of volunteer group dedicated to protecting Chigasaki’s scenery (5-3)  

35. The number of buildings that comprised Nankoin in its heyday (6) 

38. See 26 Down  

39. City community where the lifestyle of the Middle Ages has been preserved (8-4)  

40. Small soft round rice cake stuffed with sweet filling, meaning “great luck” (7) 

41. One of the three usual colours of omochi (rice cakes) (5) 

42. Giant lantern depicting a Japanese myth you can see at Samukawa Shrine (6) 

 

Down 
1. Originally established as Otsubo Screw Company (4,9)  

2. Japanese Era from 1336 to 1573 (9) 

3 & 20. Leader of the Chigasaki Scenery Forum (6,10) 

4. This type of man loses nothing, apparently (10) 

5. Event at which ball-shaped rice cakes (omochi) are roasted over a bonfire (9) 

10. See 18 Across  

12. Type of singing club – they sang at the Christmas Concert (6) 

13. Style of British architecture of the mid-to-late 19th century (9)  

15. International club which helps people to improve their speaking skills (12)  

16 & 11 Across. Current president of YUKI Precision (6,6)  

20. See 3 Down  

23. English translation of earlier writing of daihuku meaning full stomach (8) 

24. First calligraphy of the year (Japanese) (8) 

25. A type of New Year decoration made of rice straw (Japanese) (11)  

26 & 38 Across. Famous Austrian composer (6,7)  

27. A folk tale or legend (4) 

29. Japanese festival which includes a bean-throwing ceremony (8)  

31. Type of vehicle that can travel above the Earth (10) 

36. A machine which rotates a piece of wood or metal against a shaping tool (5) 

37. Popular Japanese music genre traditional in style (4) 

 

 


